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information presented bears the status "Factory Approved" unless so indicated.  Modifications within the
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From
The
President

Tejas Chapter in Summertime ........

We are now into summertime in
Central Texas and all the warmth that
time of year brings.  I am always
amazed at those who suggest that the
chapter  not  do any events  in  the
summer, because it is too hot!!  While
my emphysema has caused a lower
tolerance for hot weather, I still coose
to live in Texas.  I have no desire to
live in the north and shovel snow in
the winter.

We just finished the first event of
the summer and it was a resounding
hit.  Many, many people contributed
to success of the Texas Trifecta at
Circuit of the Americas in Austin.
Afterall, it was a coordinated effort of
the Tejas Chapter, Houston Chapter
and the Lone Star Chapter.  I don’t
even  th ink  tha t  the  par t i c ipan ts
realized the herculean effort that was
required to pull off the event.   It

Welcome New Members
Austin Spicewood

Ken Aldrich Suresh Hariharan Zoltan Papp
Darold Anderson William Hehman

Frank Arias Loc Hoang Corpus Christi
John Bensimon Michael Josephs Roosevelt Dickerson Round Rock Pflugerville
Jonathan Clark Rachel Kessler Wael Abdelfatah Derrick Houghton

Aiden Cohen Jason Marth Schertz Jeff Everton
Jesus de la Teja Tariq Masood Marvinette White Kishor Patel Leander
Mandy Ditmire Robert Price Dave Rainwater
Daniel Elizalde Greg Van Wyk Dripping Springs Houston

Gaurav Goel Dominic Cavalucci Brett Solberg Cedar Park
Francis Terway

Harker Heights Killeen Boerne San Antonio
Deborah Price Joaquin Avils John Eterno John Napolitano Odessa

Aysel Heckel Yvonne Saenz Jason McDonald

should be a little easier to do again
next year.

I would really be remiss if I did
not publicly thank Josh and Kathryn
Butts  for  their  t i re less  effor ts  in
planning and executing the event as
point people for us as the host chapter.
Josh and Kathryn - THANK YOU -
you were really unsung heroes that
made the Texas Trifecta work!!

As you will see in this issue, we
have a couple of good events for July
and August that are tailored to those
who are bothered by the Texas heat in
the summertime.  At the Fall Creek
Vineyard you can cool off indoors and
under  the  shade  of  the  beaut i fu l
veranda during lunch.  At the event in
August, you will be able to cool your
heels on a tour of a cave that is 66
degrees  year round.

So whether you are living in Texas
by  choice  o r  wish  you  were  in
Minnesota, don’t let some warm Texas
weather keep you from participating
with the chapter this summer.

Until next time ....
Glenn McConnell
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"Experience Our Passion"
7011 McNeil Dr

343 - 3500

20% Discount on
Parts & Service

for  BMW CCA  members

THE ULTIMATE
 DRIVING MACHINE

Call or email our friendly staff or visit us on the internet
(http://www.bmwofaustin.com/) today to learn about the latest BMW of

Austin special offers, schedule test-drive appointments, discuss details on any
vehicle/trade-in or to research the finance/lease options on your next BMW.

5-time recipient of BMW North America’s
“Center of Excellence” award
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RSVP by filling out the RSVP form on the website at
http://www.tejaschapter.org/tejas.html

Fall Creek Vineyard
Saturday,

July 20, 2013

planned by Glenn & Sandy McConnell

It has been 11 years since the Tejas
Chapter visited the Fall Creek Vineyard
near  Tow, TX. This  is  a  beaut i ful
vineyard just south of Lake Buchanan and it is time for a visit again!

Meet in Austin, San Antonio or Round Mountain
In Austin: Meet at the "Y" in Oakhill (US 290
and SH 71), in the parking lot in front of
Gatti's; Met at 9:00am to depart no later than
9:30am.
In San Antonio: Meet at the Home Depot on
the east side of highway 281 about 1 mile north
of Loop 1604. Meet at 9:00am in the north end
of the lot to depart no later than 9:30am.
In Round Mountain: Meet at the Shell station
at 10541 U.S. 281 Round Mountain, TX 78663.

Meet at 10:30am to depart no later than 11:00am.  Austin and San Antonio
groups will join at this location to continue the drive to Fall Creek Vineyard
as one group.

Fall Creek Vineyard Tour, Lunch & Wine Tasting
This menu plus a wine tasting, keep
sake glass and a glass of wine with
lunch is  $25.00/person.  This al l
inc ludes  a  tour  o f  Fa l l  Creek
Vineyards facility.

Lunch Menu: Turkey Wrap - Turkey, mayo,
mustard, lettuce, tomato and swiss wrapped in
a  sp inach  to r t i l l a ,  Chips ,  P ick le  and  a
cheesecake brownie for dessert Or Chicken Salad
Wrap - Chicken salad, Chips, Pickle and a cheesecake
brownie for desser
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Member’s Voice
by John Hughan

Last  issue’s  topic  focused on
BMW’s new sub-brand in  China,
called Zinoro, as well as their overall
production capacity expansion in
China to eventually export Zinoro
vehicles,  possibly even to mature
markets such as Europe. Here’s what
members had to say when asked what
niche they thought Zinoro vehicles
might fill and whether they would
consider purchasing a BMW vehicle
assembled in China if BMW were to
export them:

I have to admit that the first thing I
thought of when I read the question
about BMW producing cars in China
and exporting them was “oh boy...what’s
next, a BMW dealership at Wal-Mart?”
I can understand BMW creating a sub-
brand and building that in China, as it’s
probably more economically feasible to
do that rather than assume the costs of
shipping/importing into that country. As
GM seems to have had good luck
building and selling Buicks in China,
maybe BMW might also have a similar
success with some of their models in the
same fashion. However, all the trade
imbalance arguments aside, it would be
brand suicide for BMW to expect anyone
in their current markets to be excited
about buying a BMW made in China.
Just too much stigma with that, and even
if they sold them at Wal-Mart prices, it
would seriously dilute the brand in
America. I would not buy any motor
vehicle made in China, let alone a BMW,
but that has a lot more to do with the
aforementioned trade imbalance than
any kind of personal animosity. Of
course, I  don’t see myself  buying

anything but a BMW in the foreseeable
future, and I’m not even keen on the
South African 3 Series. Those of us of
“a certain age” remember what a
disaster the Yugo was (basically a Fiat
124/128 built under license in Far
Eastern Europe), and there’s no reason
to believe Americans would like this idea
any better. –Alan Greene

If BMW is feeling the pressure to
compete in lower-priced, more fuel-
efficient (and often more bland) market
segments such as urban transports that
other automakers seem to be scrambling
to provide (or at least begin importing
to the US), then I hope they produce
those under the Zinoro name. That
would keep the BMW brand reserved for
the sporty and/or luxury vehicles and the
MINI brand for the “fun and funky”
offerings. However, I just don’t see a
brand called Zinoro ever gaining
traction in the US, though I suppose
there was a time when that was said
about names like Honda and Toyota. As
for BMWs made in China, there’s still a
fair amount of crap coming out of that
country, but on the other hand this is
the same country that’s responsible for
products as gorgeous and solidly built
as the iPhone. But even if I were able to
make my peace with the build quality
stereotype and resultant concerns, I
admit I’m not keen on China subsuming
yet another industry and source of jobs,
even if this particular scenario might not
come at the expense of industry and jobs
in the US. But given that “Assembled in
the US” is becoming more of a priority
for more American consumers even if it
means paying a bit more, to the point
that some automakers and even
companies like Apple are now bringing

continued on page 9
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some of their manufacturing operations
back to the US, I can’t imagine BMW
being blind to the negative
consequences of shifting manufacturing
from Germany to China. –John Hughan

For next time: At their WWDC event
last  month,  Apple demoed a new
feature  in  the i r  upcoming iOS 7
release called “iOS in the Car”. The
way it would work is that vehicles
would include only a touchscreen
display with perhaps rudimentary
built-in functionality, but the bulk of
the infotainment functionality would
be provided by a connected iPhone,
including music (both locally stored
and streaming), navigation, advanced
hands-free calling, texting, and Siri,
and even most of the infotainment
interface itself, essentially replacing
automakers’ built-in offerings such as
BMW’s iDrive. The thinking is that
s ince  smar tphones  wi th  these
capabi l i t i e s  have  become so
ubiquitous and receive updates and
new features so regularly, whereas
vehicle updates happen infrequently if
ever and are seldom free, this system
would allow owners to enjoy a car
interface that remains current (and
consistent if they switch car brands)
and stop paying for  features l ike
navigation, satellite radio, and cellular
data connections for live map/traffic
updates in their cars when they’ve
already purchased identical or similar
functionality in their smartphones —
and automakers would no longer need
to spend resources developing their
own infotainment interfaces. Those

who have signed on to support iOS in
the Car in their lineups include Acura,
Chevy,  Ferrar i ,  Honda,  Hyundai ,
Infiniti, Jaguar, Kia, Mercedes-Benz,
Nissan, and Volvo. BMW is working
with Apple to investigate the technical
cha l lenges  invo lved  wi th
implementing this functionality and
thus has not made a final decision. It’s
also as yet unknown whether the iOS
in  the  Car  implementa t ion
requirements for the automaker are
sufficiently flexible to allow cars to
suppor t  th i s  func t iona l i ty  be ing
provided by other platforms if for
example Android were to develop an
equiva len t  in  the  fu ture .

Quest ions:  Do  you  want  your
smartphone to become the brains of
your car’s infotainment system? Does
the  idea  of  receiving cont inuous
updates and enhancements to your
car ’s interface over time appeal to
you, or would you be concerned about
having  some of  your  ca r ’s
func t iona l i ty  dependent  on  a
smar tphone  and  the  po ten t ia l
implications of that dependency on
your ability to switch to a different
kind of phone? Should traditional
built-in infotainment systems continue
to be available as an option rather than
being replaced by this type of offering,
or  do  you  fee l  tha t  au tomakers ’
attempts at infotainment interfaces
often cost more and deliver less than
third-party alternatives anyway and
therefore wouldn’t be missed?

Send  your  shor t  responses  to
TraxEditorials@gmail .com for 15
Incentive Points and publication in the
next issue of Trax!

Member’s Voice
continued from page 7
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Drives with the ZSCCA group, the
Roadster Rowdies, led by Mike Wood
& Cody Reeves, have a reputation for
being loads of fun that spreads far and
wide.  So we decided that we’d hit the
road with them on their first big drive
of  the  year  –  to  Mt .  Magaz ine ,
Arkansas.  The Rowdies’ departure
was scheduled for Friday morning,
May 31s t ,  8  am sharp .   So  on
Thursday, May 30th, the southerner
faction, consisting of Gay & Tom
Dawson, Linda & Tim Cook, Marco
Cordon, and Brad & I, all took off for
the DFW area.  Once we all met up
for  lunch  a t  Monument  Café  in
Georgetown, we were off on I-35

headed  nor th .   By  the  way,  you
shouldn’t be surprised that Brad & I

each took our own cars!
Upon arrival at the meeting place

on Friday morning, Mike Wood shows
up with parts falling off of his car
already.  We all crossed our fingers it
would remain cool, because he was
going to be driving without a fan!
After the required ogling over all the
cars, and meeting some folks we’d not
met in person before, off we went!  I
never got a good count of the cars &
people, but we had about 10 or 11 cars
that morning.

Cody’s route took us east then north
through Paris, Tx, and up through a small
section of SE Oklahoma before we
entered Arkansas.  The roads were great
already!  But we were in for even better!
Arkansas has 4 State parks with lodges.
The Queen Wilhelmina State Park lodge
is in the process of being renovated, and
the plan was to swing by it to check on
the progress.  As we got closer to the
area, we began seeing debris from
obvious flooding.  Some terrible storms
had come through that part of the State
the night before, and we ended up having
to change our routes due to a washed out
bridge, and a mud slide; both of which

continued on page 12

Mt. Magazine With
the Roadster Rowdies
by Jonna Clark
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prevented us from getting up into Queen
Wilhelmina State Park & the lodge there.
But Cody, in true form, rerouted the

group & we still got in some great roads
as we made our way northeast to Mt.
Magazine State Park.  At one point
driving along Hwy. 28 and about an hour
from the lodge, someone pointed out that
we could see the lodge up on the cliff
above us.  That was a really cool site,
and just a hint of the great cliff-side
location the lodge was in.

Upon arrival at Mt. Magazine, those
of us that had not participated in last
year ’s drive were amazed at how
stunning the view was.  The lodge is
literally perched on a cliff, just shy of
the highest point in Arkansas, 2,753 feet,
overlooking a massive valley below.
And yes, you could almost see the road
that we drove an hour earlier below!  The
happy hour party started shortly after
arrival on the porch overlooking the
valley.  I t  was nice relaxing and
socializing after a great day’s drive.

While making arrangements for our
lodging, Mike was asked if our group
would participate in a film that the lodge
was doing for an internet ad.  So before
dinner, we gathered in the bar for a film
clip to be taken of the group.  I’m still

not sure how I got suckered into
(pretend) playing the guitar.  I guess it
was my skilled (NOT!) Stairway to
Heaven notes.  After the bar scene, the
final take was of all the cars driving away
from the lodge.

Saturday morning dawned ominous,
and this was our big drive day!  The
storm had caught up with us, and it came

a torrential storm while we ate breakfast.
Our 8 am departure was delayed.  But
by 9, the rain was letting up, and so we
headed down the mountain.  Though the
roads were wet, we all thoroughly
enjoyed the great twisty roads that Cody
had selected for us!   It was as if he’d
ordered them up nicely textured for
better grip in the rain, and we sure
weren’t going to let a little rain stop us
from having a good time!  We had a few
more cars join the group this day; I’m
not sure how many, but I think we had
about 15 cars for Saturday’s drive.

Mike had arranged for us to have
lunch at the Cliff House in Jasper.  The

Mt. Magazine
continued from page 11
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restaurant is perched on a cliff with a
magnificent view.  The crew was ready
& waiting for us, and was a super
pleasant group that served up some
delicious food to a group of hungry
bimmerphiles!  Also by lunchtime, the
rain was all but gone, and cooler air had
settled in.  Perfect conditions that make
for a happy BMW spiritedly driving on
the twisty roads!  Cody had many more
twisties planned for the afternoon drive,
and we decided to have dinner before
getting back to the lodge so we could all
relax & enjoy a post-Saturday drive
party on the porch!

Sunday  morn ing  dawned
beautiful.  It’s really a shame about the

timing, but actually the rain hadn’t
dampened any of our enthusiasm the
day before.  It just would have been
nice to keep the cars clean, because

by now they were filthy!  The group
that was headed homeward took off
around 9:30.  A handful of us were
headed in other directions, or home
wasn’t  back in  Texas.   Brad & I
enjoyed a great drive lead by Dave &
Dana Lisk.  We’d not met the Lisks
before this weekend.  They live in
Harrisonville, AR, and are very active
in the Ozark ZSCCA club.  They led
Brad, Gay & Tom, Brandon Church
from Kansas City, and me up via back
roads through Eureka Springs, and
then over into Missouri and on to Big
Cedar Resort on Table Rock Lake for
lunch.  After lunch, and after a tour of
the i r  beau t i fu l  home ou ts ide
Harrisonville, Brad & I headed back
to Eureka Springs to spend the night.
We found a super neat place call the
Treehouse Village that  we highly
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recommend if you go that way.
The next morning we strolled

around Eureka Springs.  It was the first
day in 4 days we’d not gotten right into
the car & gone on a long drive, so it was
kind of nice.  After lunch we headed
south toward another State park called
Petit Jean.  Petit Jean has a nice, old
lodge that we wanted to check out for
next year, and we knew there was also a
classic car museum that was founded by
a Rockefeller there to visit .
Unfortunately the lodge was booked, so
we overnighted in Russellville before
visiting the park the next day.  The lodge
was really neat, and we’ll definitely
come back to stay another time.  The
classic car museum was really good, with

many, many really unusual cars on
display.  There is a 1936 Mercedes 500
K Phaeton valued at over $2 million, and
several others that are around a million.
There was a 1920 Model T school bus –

the likes of which we’d never seen!  And
a 1963 Lincoln Continental convertible
that was a personal car to JFK is also on
display, and it’s ugly!

Finally, after the fun tour of the
museum, and a leisurely lunch in the
lodge, we headed homeward.  I must
say that retirement is worth every
penny!  It was wonderful to just mill
about with that “whenever we get
home” feeling.  We had a wonderful
t ime,  on both  par ts  of  our  mini-
vacation!  Mike Wood & Cody Reeves
did a bang up job on the planning and
execution of a fantastic weekend!  We
loved the spirit  of the group, and
definitely plan to join them on another
drive.

We were  lef t  wi th  a  renewed
appreciation for Arkansas.  That State
has some awesome roads, and we can’t
wait to go back & drive them again,
find some new ones, and make more
friends – which is really what it’s all
about.
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The Teen Street Survival Program is supported and organized by the BMWCCA to
provide defensive driving techniques and actual experience for teenagers with a
driving permit or license.

The Tejas Chapter would like to have its 1st event.  A small team of Tejas Chapter
members had been putting the plans together for a 2011 event, then a 2012 event,
but have run into a roadblock, “the location.”  The location has to be a large parking
lot with minimal obstructions, such as light poles. Several locations have been
contacted with no success.  Due to this roadblock, the new target to hold an event
will be in 2013.

Please let the Driving Events Coordinator, Josh Butts at josh@joshbutts.com, if you
have a contact for a location in the Central Texas area.
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Texas Trifecta Review
by Josh Butts

As I write this on June 19th, I’m
recalling sitting in the same chair exactly
two weeks earlier, pouring over dozens
of last minute email conversations. I
remember feeling like we had truly
reached the point of no return. I was both
excited and nervous to be on the
committee that was organizing the first
BMW CCA event at Circuit of the
Americas, and I knew that in less than
24 hours, countless eyes would be
watching to see if we could actually pull
this off.

I don’t think any of us truly grasped
the scope of what the Texas Trifecta had
become until we arrived at the track  on
Thursday afternoon. We were greeted
warmly by representatives from all corners
of the BMW brand, including BMW of
Austin, BMW of North America, BMW
Performance Center, and yes, even BMW
of Germany. Parked in the paddock area

was (and this is my personal estimate) $4
million worth of M cars including an M1,
and multiple M3’s, M5’s, M6’s and at least
a half dozen of the brand new M6 Gran
Coupe, and this was before the event was
even open to the participants!

By the time the committee got
everything situated and was ready to open
registration, COTA Boulevard was lined
from end to end with club racers waiting
to get in and set up shop for the weekend.
Kudos go out to Matt Dashiell  and Kevin
Haughey from the Lone Star chapter for
making check-in and registration quick
and painless for the early arrivals on
Thursday and also throughout the
weekend.

Many of the photos you’ll see online
of this event will be of the various club
racing sessions. I think most would agree
that Circuit of the Americas is the premier
motorsport facility in the United States,
and over 50 racers, literally from coast to
coast, came to Austin for a chance to duel
on the 3.4 mile track. Following the
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“feature” race on Saturday, the top 3
finishers made a surprise appearance on
the official podium where Formula One
trophies are awarded. Bruce Heersink of
Lone Star chapter spent countless hours
making sure the club racing aspect of the
Trifecta was a success, and was an integral
part of making all things track-related run
smoothly.

By far the “main” event of the Trifecta
was the driving school. Over 130 students
and 90 instructors spent Saturday and
Sunday honing their driving skills on a
very challenging course. If you have been
following this event since it’s inception,
you know that the registration for the
HPDE sold out in mere hours way back in
January. We were able to bring in students
and cars of all levels. I spent a good
amount of time at the entrance to the pit
lane, and I saw basically the entire BMW
catalog drive by, from an E24 M6 to an
F30 335i, and a little of everything in
between. We even let some of those “off
brand” cars on the track (Porsche 911
GT3, Ferrari F430 Scuderia, you know the
like). Students were given on-track
instruction by talented (and brave)
individuals hailing from BMW CCA,
PCA, SCCA, and anywhere else we could
find them. It’s no small feat to collect 90
driving instructors in one place for a whole
weekend! I saw nothing but ear to ear grins
on the students as they pulled their helmets
off, and the flurry of “when can we do this
again?” emails has already started.

During the instructor-only sessions,
BMW Performance center agreed to offer
charity rides benefitting the BMW CCA
Foundation. For $20, you were treated to
2 laps around the track “at speed”,
chauffeured in an F10 M5 by one of the
skilled drivers from BMW Performance.
For those of you who had the opportunity
to partake, I think you’ll echo my

sentiments. “Wow”. With 4 adults in an
M5, we lapped around COTA at speeds I

could only dream of in my car with only
myself and my skills onboard. Even fully
loaded, we reached nearly 150mph on the
back straight, and only slowed due to lack
of pavement. The M5 showed no signs of
giving up. During my second lap, Mike
Renner had the M5 in a full on drift around
turn 15, which garnered some dirty looks
from the corner marshals. By the end of
the weekend, we had raised over $3500
for the foundation.

BMW of North America was a
generous  sponsor  o f  the  Texas
Tr i fec ta ,  and  thanks  to  Dan  and
Valerie Baker of Houston, we were
able to host a banquet on Saturday
evening a t  the  Marr io t t  Hote l  in
downtown Austin. Representatives
from the BMW Performance Center
were on hand to show and tell us more
about what BMW has to offer in it’s
own driving school programs, and
while there was also at  least  one
employee of BMW M in attendance,
we couldn’t pry any details about the
new M3 out of him.

On Sunday, Ricardo Barnes and the
Houston Chapter hosted an Autocross
event in the support paddock inside of the
track. Nearly 50 people registered for the
Autocross, including many who chose to
do only a one-day driving school so they
could get a taste of both driving styles. I’m

continued on page 20
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Centerfold
Texas Trifecta at Cir

June 7-
Many thanks to Jos

Many more great photos are av
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Centerfold
cuit of the Americas
9, 2013
h & Kathryn Butts

vailable on the chapter website
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Texas Trifecta Review
continued from page 17

told that no orange cones were
substantially harmed during the event.
While I don’t know the final timing and
scoring outcome, I know that leading up
to this autocross, there was much debate
over which chapter had the most skilled
autocross drivers, and how this would
finally put the subject to rest. Perhaps that
one is better left a mystery.

If you weren’t one of the over
1,000 people to attend this event over
the course of the weekend, consider
this your invitation for next year. The
Texas Trifecta was an event of truly
epic proportions, and I can’t wait to
see how we can make it bigger and
better next year. The feedback we have
received has been phenomenal, and we
are now the yardstick by which others

will be judged.
In closing, I’d like to finish up

thanking the people who made this
spectacular  event  possible.  Steve
Hodges and his crew from Lone Star
spent collectively hundreds of hours
p lanning ,  o rgan iz ing ,  and
administering the event. Without the
Houston chapter to bootstrap the event
financially, we would still just be
daydreaming about renting COTA for
a weekend. And last but most certainly
not least, thank you, thank you, thank
you to all the Tejas Chapter members
who vo lun teered  to  spend  the i r
weekend welcoming our guests to
Austin. From getting waivers signed,
checking wristbands, directing traffic,
distributing over 6,000 bottles of
water, delivering lunches and anything
else that needed doing, we truly could
not have done it without you.
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And ‘Round and ‘Round
We Go
by John Hughan

Two years into a fantastic M3
ownership experience, I firmly believe that
owners of performance cars, particularly
M cars, who never drive them on a track
will never truly appreciate just how
spectacular their car really is or understand
why it was designed the way it was. Even
aggressive hill country driving doesn’t
come close to the exhilaration of being on
a track listening to the relentless fury of
an engine constantly kept on the boil (the
M3’s S65 pulling hard and screaming like
a banshee all the way to 8400 RPM is too
sublime for words), the tires singing as you
sail through corners relishing those
sideways G forces, and then the
wonderment at feeling the differential
sending the power to the proper side of
the car to hurtle you onward to the next
turn.  The depth of connection you feel to
your car on the track simply isn’t available
in any other context, and you’d be hard-
pressed to find a better fun per dollar value
anywhere.

Having recently accepted that I am
hopelessly addicted to the track (as if
electronics wasn’t a sufficiently expensive
hobby on its own), I wanted to share my
experience for anyone else curious about
HPDEs.  If you missed our CotA event,
there should be another chapter HPDE
next year, and in the meantime there are
of course other organizers.  I run with The
Driver’s Edge primarily at Texas World
Speedway, and I couldn’t ask for a better
experience. They’ve got HPDE hosting
down to a science, with consistently
outstanding instructors and classes and
weekends that always run smoothly and
efficiently.  And if you want a taste of the

track without having to drive, they offer a
$25/day spectator option.  Your fee gets
donated to a charity, and you get 6-8
opportunities each day to catch rides with
instructors and students in the top run
group.  It’s a fantastic way to dip your toe
in the water and see how much of your
car’s fun potential you’ve been missing.
For those of you ready to take the plunge
and drive, let me state upfront that contrary
to popular belief, you do NOT need to
upgrade your car first.  You also don’t need
an M car, or even a BMW.  Whatever you
have, your car in stock form is already
significantly faster than your skills will be
able to drive it at your first HPDE.  I’ve
seen people track bone stock 528s, 323s,
Honda Accords, Mazda3s, and Chevy
Aveos.  My first weekend was in a stock
2008 Acura TL Type-S, which had plenty
more to give than I was able to extract from
it at the time.  That became especially clear
when my instructor drove it at speed while
I rode along, which is the best cure for the
“My car would be so much faster with this
mod I’m considering” syndrome I’ve yet
found.  Your money is far better spent on
the driver mod, especially considering that
the learning process itself is so much fun!

Now then, the first step is to know
your insurance situation.  Until recently,
most carriers excluded coverage for track
driving only if it was “practicing for or
participating in any prearranged racing or
speed contest”, and since HPDEs are non-
timed, non-competitive, educational
events, many insurance policies remained
in effect.  While my carrier Amica Mutual
still uses that wording, many carriers have
begun excluding driving on a track for any
reason, including “to improve your driving
skills” –we certainly wouldn’t want to
encourage THAT!  If your carrier does not
cover HPDEs, dedicated HPDE insurers

continued on page 22
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such as Lockton Motorsports offer stated-
value coverage for a track day, weekend,
or season.  In terms of actual risk at the
track, I’ve never seen or even heard about
a collision between cars.  The few
incidents that do occur are of the single-
car variety, tend to be in the advanced run
groups, and tend to be caused by the driver
having forgotten to check his or her ego at
the door.  Novices who approach the track
intending to learn and build gradually
rather than try to show off should do just
fine.  The fact is that driving on a track is
in many ways safer than driving on public
roads; at the track, traffic only runs in one
direction, there are no pedestrians, corner
workers advise you of what’s ahead, and
drivers are focused on actually driving
rather than balancing a cell phone and a
latte. Once you’re set on the insurance
front and have signed up for the event, all
that’s left is to get a tech inspection, which
can typically be completed by any ASE-
certified mechanic, costs maybe $30, and
certifies that your car is in proper working
order, i.e. brakes and tires aren’t in
imminent need of replacement, there are
no fluid leaks, your suspension and
steering are in good shape, etc. Then just
show up to the track and have an
unforgettable time learning more (and
having more fun learning) than you ever
would have expected.

Naturally, if you become a track
regular, as your skill increases there will
be areas worth upgrading.  I’ve modified
my car somewhat, but since it’s my daily
driver and I’d ultimately rather drive a
street car on the track than a track car on
the road, I’ve limited myself to mods that
will not affect its daily livability – yes, you
can still significantly increase your car’s

track performance with that restriction.
The first issue I noticed on my second day
was a spongy brake pedal, which forced
me to press the pedal farther to achieve a
given level of braking.  That’s caused by
boiling your brake fluid, and ATE Type
200 Amber Brake Fluid (and its twin ATE
Super Blue, identical except for color) will
solve that for $20 – in fact if you’ll be
changing your fluid shortly before going
to your first track event anyway, this is one
mod you may as well invest in upfront.  If
you start tracking often, most brake fluids
should be bled every 3-4 track days, but if
you’re only doing 1 or 2 events per year,
you can treat them just as you would OEM
fluid.  I now run Castrol SRF, which is
much more expensive than others, but its
uniquely high wet boiling point means it
doesn’t need to be bled between annual
flushes, and since I don’t bleed or flush
my own fluid, the extra materials cost is
more than offset by professional labor
savings.

After being promoted from Green
group to Blue, I found that although better
fluid was keeping my pedal firm, my
stopping distances were increasing later in
the sessions – and after my second Blue
weekend I had moderate steering wheel
shudder when braking on the road.  Both
issues were due to my increasing skill
outstripping the capabilities of the stock
brake pads.  They couldn’t deliver their
normal bite as heat levels increased on
successive laps (hence the longer stopping
distances), and BMW of Austin
determined that the shudder was due to
warped rotors or uneven pad deposits.
They replaced my front pads and rotors
under either warranty or Ultimate Service
to cure the shudder (even after full
disclosure that this behavior arose after a
track weekend; I value honesty in all of
my dealings), but I knew they wouldn’t

And ‘Round and ‘Round
continued from page 21
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continue to do so after every track
weekend, and the stock pads weren’t
performing adequately on track anyway.
My mechanic/instructor suspected that the
shudder happened because the stock pads
couldn’t dissipate heat well enough and
were instead depositing excess heat into
the rotors, and advised that
counterintuitively, more aggressive pads
can be gentler overall on rotors because
they manage heat better.  My intention not
to compromise the car’s road demeanor
meant running race pads full-time wasn’t
an option, and I didn’t want to deal with
swapping between street and race pads for
the track, so I purchased StopTech Street
Performance pads, which were
inexpensive and promised to maintain
OEM behavior on the road (in terms of
noise, dust, cold bite, etc.) while resisting
fade better on the track.  They delivered,
and I no longer have shudder after track
weekends, which is why I’m still running
them now.

My next mod had been on my

roadmap for a while, but I ended up
performing it early and for a different
reason than I’d planned.  Camber plates
boost front-end grip and reduce the car’s
designed tendency to understeer at the
limit, but understeer hadn’t yet irritated me
enough to make me take the plunge.  But
at the very end of a recent track weekend,
a 3mm-wide section along the far outside
edges of both of my front tires had been
worn down to the cords – which explained
the reduced traction in my final session that
day!  This was after 6 track days and 7,000
road miles, which was faster than I wanted
to be going through front tires, especially
given that they otherwise had ample
remaining tread.  Increased negative
camber would reduce the load on the
extreme outside edges of the front tires
during hard cornering, and combined with
the added grip benefit, I had a win-win case
for camber plates.  Vorshlag’s plates are
designed specifically not to make noise or
alter ride height, and they’re also

continued on page 24
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adjustable; by loosening 3 nuts easily
accessible in the engine bay and sliding a
ring, one can switch between less
aggressive camber for the street (for more
uniform tire wear)and more aggressive
camber for the track– again, keep the car
livable on the road.  I’m running a full-
time setup of -2.3 camber (up from -1.1
stock) and 1/16” toe-in because my
mechanic/instructor advised that as long
as I’m running the same tires on the road
and the track, the accelerated wear on the
insides of my tires during road driving
from the added camber would be balanced
out by the extra wear experienced by the
outsides at the track.  It’s too early to judge
that prediction, but the camber plates have
delivered improved front-end grip on the
track without any adverse effects
anywhere.

Now having been promoted from
Blue group to Yellow, I recently ordered
the StopTech ST60 big brake kit for the
front wheels, partly to hopefully eliminate
brake fade and also in preparation for
dedicated track pads and tires.  The latter
will further reduce understeer and increase
overall grip, but larger and stickier tires
increases the heat load on the brakes, so
brakes had to come first.  A BBK would
be especially beneficial on brake-intensive
tracks like CotA; my instructor ran his E36
M3 there (using aftermarket pads but the
stock brake system) and said that after a
single day he’d worn through 40% of his
new front pads!  BBK pads are larger and
therefore tend to last longer, and
StopTech’s BBK allows pads to be
swapped without removing the caliper,
simplifying the use of dedicated track
pads.  And then I expect to be done since
the next phase would be more involved

suspension mods that don’t interest me
because they would interfere with the
factory EDC and/or affect the car’s day-
to-day livability.  What’s that you say?  I
could go faster without ruining daily
livability with power mods?   That’s true,
but perhaps surprisingly, many HPDE
regulars perform power mods last or not
at all.  The reason is that there’s far more
thrill in flying through corners than
blasting down straightaways, where
anyone can be fast.  Amazed though I was
at the straight-line thrust during my ride
in an instructor’s McLaren MP4-12C, it
was still the least exciting element of the
overall experience, and I’ve had hugely fun
rides in Exiges and Miatas, so I have no
intention of even tuning my engine, let
alone supercharging it.

Tracking your car at least once is
an experience no driving enthusiast
should miss – and it only gets better
as you improve.  It’s nowhere near as
per i lous  as  i t ’s  made  ou t  to  be ,
particularly in the novice groups, and
while it can get expensive if you really
dive into it (as can many fun hobbies),
you  don’t  have  to  she l l  ou t
substantially just for a glimpse.  And
even if you do start modding for the
track, mods are like collections –
acquired gradually over time, not in
one massively expensive purchase.
Who knows, tracking may even end up
saving you money in the long run by
making you love your car even more
(and having more invested in it) and
therefore being less tempted to buy the
next model.  That’s certainly proven
to be my experience.  Between seeing
what my instructor can do with an E36
M3 and how much fun I’m having in
my E92, I am increasingly convinced
that I will be keeping my car for many
years to come.

And ‘Round and ‘Round
continued from page 23
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What you ask, is cool about summer afternoons in Texas?  Well, a cave of
course!  Join us for a tour of Boerne’s latest & greatest tourist attraction,
The Cave without a Name.  Named such because it was said to be too pretty
to have a name.  It was designated a National Natural Landmark in 2009

and is becoming a not so well-kept secret
of Boerne & the hill country.

We’ll meet in San Marcos near RR12 & I-
35  no t  too  te r r ib ly  ea r ly,  and  head
westbound via great back roads to Blanco
for lunch at the Uptown Blanco Restaurant.

Lunch will include several choices of their
most popular options and be fixed price (approx.
$15).  After lunch we’ll make the approximately
45 minute trek over to the cave for our tour.

The tour price will be $14 adults and $7 for kids.
The tour lasts approximately an hour, and the size
limit is 25, so it’s probable that we’ll end up in 2
groups.  Be sure to wear shoes with a good grip as
the cave floor may be slick in some places, with
inclines.

RSVP by filling out the RSVP form on the website at
http://www.tejaschapter.org/tejas.html

Cool Summer
Afternoons

Saturday,
August 24, 2013

planned by Jonna Clark

Event Costs:

Lunch – Uptown Blanco Restaurant $15 (EST.)

Cave Without a Name - $14.00 per person

Tour of Scenic Hill Country – Priceless

Please check the Tejas Chapter website for more details about meeting time
& place, lunch & our target arrival time for a tour at the cave.
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By The Time We Got To
Woodstock...
by Alan Greene

I’m fairly sure that most of you
reading this are familiar with Woodstock
– and immediately think of a small farm
in upstate New York where the world’s
greatest-ever concert was held in the
summer of 1969.  But there’s another
Woodstock – this one a small town in
Vermont where my oldest friend once
lived not long after he got out of the
Army in 1970.  It too has some history,
along with a number of places along the
way on the road trip that Jan and I took
with this oldest friend and his wife
during the first week in June.

My earliest recollections of New
England road trips were from my early
childhood, riding in the back seat of an
enormous 1953 Packard Clipper sedan
– the kind with “mouse fur” bench seats,
roll-up windows, and a radio that
hummed for several seconds when first
turned on.  The vacuum tubes had to
warm up before amplifying those AM
radio waves...and of course, there was
but one speaker, in the center of the
dashboard.  The rear seat was huge, and
had a thick cord that ran from one corner
of the front seatback to the other to help
you pull yourself in, despite the fact that
you could open both rear doors and
literally run through the back of the car.
This time, the luck of the rental-counter
draw found us in a leather-lined Buick
LaCrosse in a hue that was a very close
match for my new 3-series’ mineral gray
metallic.  Aside from that, there wasn’t
much similarity, but I digress.

We flew in to Bradley airport, about
midway between Hartford, CT and
Springfield, MA – a pleasant spot out in

the rural countryside just off I-91.  The
air was clean, the woods were green, and
it was altogether a very laid-back scene
(apologies for the literary license, or lack
thereof).  We spent a few days in nearby
Tariffville, a pleasant little burg with
wild turkeys wandering about the quiet

yards and nearby woods.  I could have
stayed there the entire week, but we had
traveling plans,  so on a Tuesday
morning, we lit out early and headed
north on I-91 in our LaCrosse (which,
coincidentally, is a very popular sport in
New England).  I must say that Buicks
haven’t changed much – this one was
comfy, had adequate room, and a nice
ride to it.  Definitely not even close to
my 3-series, as it felt (and was) heavy,
and a front-driver to boot.

First stop on the odyssey took us to
the Yankee Candle Shop near Amherst,
MA.  This is a place best described as a
New England version of Buc-ee’s
without the gas pumps.  Where else
could you buy candles in 6 different sizes
and an infinite number of scents,
including bacon.  Yes, folks, BACON!
Plus – where else is there a “Christmas
room” where it literally snows every 4
minutes.  I’m talking real, actual snow,
not plastic flakes!  Not only did we find
some great candles, but we also got some
really fresh flavored popcorn (jalapeno
cheddar) for mid-journey snacking.  It
was curiously cool at that time and when
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we returned to the car, we snapped a
photo of the Buick’s display screen,
which showed a temperature of 68
degrees at 2:43 PM on Tuesday, June 4.
Not exactly Central Texas weather, but
you can see why we chose this part of
the country for our trip.

Pressing northward along one truly
great Interstate, we entered Vermont

(from the French for “green mountain”)
and were awed by the scenery.  This was
indeed the home of the famous Green
Mountain Boys of American Revolution
fame, and a place that seems to sit
suspended in an era from long ago.  This
was reinforced by our second stop at the
Vermont Country Store (are you
beginning to recognize a pattern shaped
by our female companions here?), where
they still stock things you may remember
from the 1950s, 60s, and 70s.  Maybe a
few 80s things too.  The store lies off of
a “main highway” in a very scenic spot,
and is equipped with a covered “kissing
bridge”, ideal for photo ops and whatnot.
We left with more old-timey snackin’
goodies, one of them being a bag of
treats that looked like tater tots made of
puffed corn and lightly coated with
honey.  Trust me, they’re much tastier
than they sound.

Returning to the road, we proceeded
on to a little town called Queechee
Village, home of the Queechee Gorge
where the Ottauquechee River flows 165

feet below the highway bridge.  This
gorge was formed by glacial activity
some 13,000 years ago (no, I was not

around for that).  It is hard to describe,
even with photos – all you could hear
was the river flowing below, and the
occasional car traffic.  Idyllic is probably
the best word I can come up with.

Next stop on Vermont Route 4 was
Woodstock, a small town that typifies
New England living.  Historic buildings
abound, and we stopped for a cold one
in a tavern that was probably 200+ years
old – and in fine shape, I might add.
There’s a small park in the center of town
and of course the obligatory covered
bridge – this one having been rebuilt

after the original was burned down by
vandals in the late 1960s.  Deranged
hippies, maybe...but nonetheless, the
bridge was rebuilt the same way as the
original and is the mid-town river
crossing for pedestrian and vehicular
traffic.   Historic homes were

continued on page 28
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everywhere, and we drove past an
enormous estate belonging to the
Rockefeller family.  We also visited a
General Store that has been open for
business since the 1800s (there’s that
shopping thing again) where we
purchased some fine wine for our
evening relaxation at our destination in
Killington, a short drive away.

Killington is a ski town, plain and
simple, and our lodging for the night was
at the Inn of Six Mountains, just below

the ski slopes – which, I might add, still
had some snow on them.  Yeah, that’s
right – they actually had a snowstorm
just a week before we arrived.  Jacket
weather.  Our third-floor rooms had what
they locally refer to as “verandas” where
we were able to breathe the cool, sweet
mountain air, sip some wine, and pick
out what could only be some VERY
expensive homes in the woods adjacent
to the ski run that were just visible
through the treetops.  This place was
literally like a ghost town at this time of
year – many of the restaurants and other
venues were closed for the off-season.
We did have a fine dinner at a nearby
lodge/restaurant where we dined on,
among other things, lobster pot pie.
Enough said.

The next day dawned very early –

sun comes up around 5AM or so in this
part of the country in the summer, but
we had a quick breakfast in the coffee
shop, stopped for some souvenirs nearby
(the pattern continues), and headed out
on the highway (after we got our motor
runnin’).  Born to be wild, indeed.  We
stopped for gas (which was about $3.65/
gal for regular) in Rutland, VT, and
continued on our way westward towards
Saratoga Springs, NY.  Another beautiful
day in the 70s with sunshine...just can’t
say enough about that New England
weather.  And before I forget – one of
the more interesting yellow-diamond
road signs (which we unfortunately were
not able to capture with the camera) read
“Moose Crossing”.  These were
everywhere in Vermont, not unlike the
deer warning signs here in Texas.  I
couldn’t help thinking of “moose and
squirrel” and kept looking for Rocky and
Bullwinkle, but they were nowhere to be
found.

Once over the NY State Line, we
were greeted with a sign informing us
of the “State Speed Limit” of 55 MPH.
Which was kinda weird because we later
got onto an interstate where the speed
limit was 65.  Another curious thing –
while the mile-markers in MA and VT
were posted every two-tenths of a mile,
those in NY were every one-tenth of a
mile.  Apparently one needs to be VERY
specific about where you broke down or
ran out of gas when calling for help in
these states.  Arriving in Saratoga
Springs, we checked into our hotel,
which was not far from the local Indian
casino and the famous horse racing track
- anyone remember the Marx Brothers
film “A Day At The Races”?.  We
indulged ourselves in a game of mini-
golf, and later that evening, we dined
whilst watching the “trotter” races from

We Got To Woodstock...
continued from page 27
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the top floor of the casino.  After dinner,
we visited the casino itself, which was
curiously filled with nothing but slot
machines of every monetary
denomination and theme you could think
of.  No chemin-de-fer here, Mr. Bond!

The next (and final) day of our
journey had us breakfasting at Donkey-
Dough and heading southward across the
Hudson river and part of the Erie Canal

system before exiting the “Adirondack
Northway” to Route 22.  This rural
highway took us through farmland and
small settlements that looked a million
miles from New York City, about 100
miles directly south.  Indeed, all of these
states’ rural areas look surprisingly
similar,  with their own type of
“American Gothic” aura about them.
Returning to Connecticut, we passed
through Millerton, NY and headed
toward the town of Sharon, home of
legendary racing driver Sam Posey and

his beloved Mudge Pond.  It’s also home
to a superbly maintained covered bridge

that crosses the Housatonic River into
East Sharon, where we stopped for lunch
at The Wandering Moose Cafe, literally
steps from the covered bridge.

Moose was thankfully not on their
menu, and we dined outside in the cloudy
but pleasant weather.  I spotted a nice
burgundy 3-series parked across the
street beside a very old building with the

name “Toll House” boldly displayed
above the door.  This, I thought, was
where the famous cookies must come
from!  But alas, no cookies for dessert,
so we paid our check and headed on
towards the old factory town of
Torrington and then on to Simsbury and
Tariffville.  Fortunately, our route
avoided Satan’s Kingdom, which is
along Route 44 just down the road from
my home town.  As we used to say, “if
you drive l ike hell  through New
Hartford, you’ll end up in Satan’s
Kingdom!”   But while we avoided that
fate, we did catch the tail-end of Tropical
Storm Andrea, and later that night, the
monsoon rains arrived.

Turning in the LaCrosse at the
airport the next day marked the end of
our idyllic trip into a time and place that
always reminds me of best friends,
grandparents, Packards, and narrow,
winding roads through the small towns,
rivers, and lakes of what will always be
“my home”.  I hope this story has taken
you there for a short time, too.
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Triple Italian Tour Review
by Sandy McConnell

Waking on the morning of May 25th
to (lots of) rain and the promise of more
rain throughout the day, was not an
encouraging beginning to our Triple Italian
Tour day.  However, since Tejas Chapter’s
events are “rain or shine” occasions, we
prepared for whatever the day held in
store, certain that we could adjust, be safe,
and have fun.  All those who could safely
make the trip and perhaps the bravest in
heart, met at Mandola’s Italian Market for
a breakfast of specialty coffees and the
various, delicious, breakfast items served
there.  So it was that twenty-one
adventurous Tejas members, in ten
sporting Bimmers,  headed out on the first
leg of our journey, Bella Vista Olive
Ranch, in Wimberley, Texas.

Mike and Jean Sevel, who planned the
events for the day, led us smoothly out of
the congested Austin city limits and along
a pleasing, scenic route to the olive ranch.
The ranch is nestled in a lovely area,
typical of the hill country around
Wimberley.    The owner, Jack Dougherty,
had chairs set up for us and briefed us on
the history of their ranch, with insight into
the olive business in Texas and other parts
of the world.  Jack kept us tuned in and
entertained with his great Texas sense of
humor and educated us with his detailed
knowledge of the olive  business.  The
Bella Vista Olive Ranch is the first
commercially producing olive orchard in

Texas.  They planted their first trees in
1998 and began reaping quality crops in
2001.  It was interesting to learn that it
takes up to 12 years to get the first fruit
from olive trees, but they are not at their
full capability until about 20 years.  The
trees can live thousands of years.  After
this informative briefing, we toured the
grounds.  It’s a fairly simple tour, without
too much walking, but we got to see rows
of olive trees, a smaller crop of pine nut
trees and even a hearty looking  artichoke
crop!  Inside we were shown their
production facility and then were invited
to taste a variety of their products, such as
olive oils, balsamic vinegars and
surprisingly, some wines.  The ranch
provided two great door prizes for us!

When it was time to leave the ranch,
we were amazed to find that the rain had
passed and the tops came down on the
convertibles!  It was so worth the wait.

The next leg of our journey took us
further through the picturesque hill country
and on to the famed Trattoria Lisina Italian
Restaurant.  Jett, the manager, met and
greeted us and took care of all our needs.
We were also pleasantly surprised to have
Alan and Jan Greene able to join us there,
after the threatening rains had subsided in
Boerne-their neck of the woods.  Trattoria
Lisina, besides being a beautiful
restaurant, has outstanding food!  We
enjoyed a family style meal with salad, a
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choice of two pastas, wonderful bread for
dipping in seasoned olive oil and a mouth
watering dessert!      The restaurant also
provided two door prizes for us, which
were wines from their  winery.

Many thanks go to Mike and Jean
Sevel who worked tirelessly to arrange

everything for our Triple Italian Tour.
Those of us who were able to attend had a
wonderful time and feel badly that many
were not able to safely get out and join us.
Who would have thought that the day
would end so well, after such an
intimidating beginning.
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Tejas Chapter Incentive Points Challenge for 2013

Activity Points
Return Survey Form (form available on request or at website) 50
Attend a meeting or event 30
Organize a monthly event, (social/technical etc.) 100
Assist with a monthly event (credited by organizer) 50
Each new member recruited (credited by CCA) 30
Original photo(s) published in the Trax  (30 pts max/issue) 10
Original photo(s) published on the website  (30 pts max/event) 10
Original Tech Tip published in the Trax 15
Original Article published in the Trax (500 words or more) 60
Original Article published in the Trax (less than 500 words) 30
Recruitment of a commercial ad for Trax 20%  of  ad cost

To encourage participation, the successful Incentive Points Challenge began in 1998. The members
who earn the highest number of points by the end of the year (up to 10th place) receive valuable prizes
at the Post-Holiday Party in January 2014. The Rookie of the Year award is for the member that joined
in the current year and earns Rookie Points based on points earned divided by the time as a member
during the year.

2013

Date Event Meet Location

July 20,
2013

Fall Creek Vineyard Tour, Tasting & Lunch
see page 5

Austin
Round Mountain
San Antonio

August 24,
2013

Cool Summer Afternoons
see page 25

San Marcos

September 2013 TBD TBD

October 2013 Annual Utopia Drive Weekend TBD

November 2013 TBD TBD

December 2013 Annual Charity Event TBD

http://www.tejaschapter.org for the most up-to-date information about the TejasChapter.
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2013 Incentive Points Challenge Leader Board
As of June 26, 2013

730 Pts 110 Pts 50 Pts Tim Ehrhart David Nelson
Alan Greene Richard Ballinger Ken Aldrich Daniel Elizalde Judy Nelson

640 Pts Rob Brown Eduardo Catano Albert Estrada Todd Nix
Josh Butts Harry Ohe Steve Heyman Yovanni Flores Peter Nixon

510 Pts Roger Williams Steve Pedersen John Garvish Cathryn Ormsby

John Hughan 90 Pts Ronald Romonosky Allan Gazza Jon Overholser
490 Pts Don Bishop Larry Shumake Efim Gendler Craig Pearson

Scott Bowman Tom Brown Jeffrey Simonton Stephan Godevais Chris Petersen

300 Pts Terry Jones Thalia Stautzenberger Charley Gray Michelle Peterson
Jeff Conner Carl Nybro 40 Pts Jerome Helffrich Andy Price

280 Pts Ken Ormsby Andrew Yates Mark Hollingsworth Robert Rejefski

Jonna Clark Connie Stried 30 Pts Ken Hollins Steve Robertson
Jan Greene Jay West James Allison Elizabeth Horne Thomas Robson

260 Pts Don Yule Mark Anderson John Horne Terry Sayther
Ken Carson 80 Pts William Anderson Michael Hsu Stephanie Schrader

240 Pts Simon Cabello Kevin Ashworth Richard Hunter Jim Shaw

Kathryn Butts David Francis Blaise Baldeschweiler Ryan Ingalls Darren Sillett
Herb Looney Brian Peterson Paul Batrice Ivan Jackson Richard Soule
Michael Sun Steve Tatro Brett Bendele Eric Johnson Steven Stamps

220 Pts 70 Pts Craig Bennion Michael Johnson Nicholas Steinour
Mike Sevel Jeff Everton Hisham Besheer Christian Knaak Darren Strunk

180 Pts 60 Pts Ken Booth Joseph Lamping Keith Stubbs
Marco Cordon Mohammed Abusalih Josh Budwin Chi Lee Francis Terway
Mollie Francis Eric Chang JP Burd James Lee Viren Thakur

160 Pts Paul Coppala Trent Campione Jeri Lee Brad Thompson
Linda Cook Sean Engelke Linda Cavazos Jacy Legault Sal Uglietta
Jeff Gifford Sridhar Kamma Randy Clarke Robert Lewallen Daniel White

150 Pts Michael Keung David Cloyd John Major Philip White
Gay Dawson Robert Knox Tim Cook Amit Malhotra Alan Wolfe
Tom Dawson Bob Lewandowski Max Dean David Mann Donald Yates

130 Pts Larry Martin Todd Ditmire Margie Mann Trent Zou
John Price Brad Mitchell Joel Dolisy Terry Marquis Lenny Zwik

125 Pts Bill Muldoon Elaine Douville Tim Master 20 Pts
Paul Goldfine Al Ridgley Roger Douville Barry McConachie Bob Ashenbrenner

120 Pts Hector Sanchez Harold Downey Brian McKinney Shane Glombik

Phil Nybro Dick White Phillip Dreiling Paul Miranda Michael True
Will Shipp Susan Yule Ben Eckermann Sonia Miranda 10 Pts

Stuart Edwards Lisa Moore Chadwick Morehead

2013 Incentive Points Challenge Rookies Leader Board
As of June 26, 2013

12.67 Pts 5.00 Pts 2.68 Pts Barry McConachie 2.57 Pts

Will Shipp Eduardo Catano Stephanie Schrader 2.62 Pts Alan Wolfe
8.95 Pts 4.38 Pts Darren Strunk Blaise Baldeschweiler 2.56 Pts

Jeff Everton Jeffrey Simonton 2.67 Pts Terry Marquis Kevin Ashworth

7.07 Pts 4.19 Pts John Major 2.60 Pts 2.54 Pts
David Francis Francis Terway 2.66 Pts Ivan Jackson Richard Soule

6.76 Pts 2.72 Pts Chi Lee 2.59 Pts 2.04 Pts
Simon Cabello Brett Bendele 2.65 Pts Chris Petersen Michael True

6.58 Pts Ryan Ingalls Hisham Bisheer 2.58 Pts

Ken Aldrich Robert Rejefski Peter Nixon Todd Ditmire
5.60 Pts 2.70 Pts 2.64 Pts Michael Johnson

Paul Coppala Judy Nelson Paul Batrice
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Classified Ads

Z4 Halogen Headlights
Like new for 2003-2006 Z4. Two
available in 9+ out of 10 condition.
Includes all  bulbs and tabs are
intact. Amber lens type. $200 each
( new retail price for each is $475).
I will sell both for $375. Email if
you have any questions or would
like to make a purchase. Mike Sevel
at mikesevel@hotmail.com

Mann Oil Filters
Two new Mann oil  f i l ters  with
gaskets, # HU 925/4X, applies to
Z4 2003/2008 and 16 other BMW
models  (check Mann websi te) .
$12.00.  Email  i f  you have any
questions or would like to make a
purchase .  Mike  Seve l  a t
mikesevel@hotmail.com

1987 M6
WBAEE1404H2560544 Black/grey
86576 miles 5spd, Bilstein shocks,
H&R per formance  ch ip ,  never
tracked, Very well maintained by
mechanic  owner.  Garaged  and
comes with fitted cover. $16,000 .
Contact Robert Morris at 512-699-
8258 (daytime only) or send email
to rmalias@hotmail.com.

BMW Wheel
Looking for (1) BMW wheel style
#45. 16"x7". This wheel style was
found on many 3 series from 1999
thru 2005. Does not matter what
year. Please let me know if you have
one  ava i lab le .  Contac t  Bob
Lewandowski in Austin at 512-537-
2585  or  send  emai l  to
Bobtxus@yahoo.com.

Flash Sale!  Help Us Clean Out
Our Garage!
** OEM BMW Blaupunkt Business
Cd Player - Fits E30, E36, E34, E32,
E38,  E31,  Z’s  Thru 2003 (Par t
#65126902820) $160
** Genuine BMW Noah Car Cover
- Fits E46 Coupe/Convertible $125
**  M Dr iv ing  Gloves  (Par t
#80160435734).  Never Worn, Size
Men’s Small $40
** E46 M3 Titan Shadow Interior
Trim – Never Used; Removed By
Dealer  When Car  Was New.   8
Pieces: 3 Dash Pieces, 2 Front Arm
Res t  P ieces ,  2  Rear  Arm Res t
Pieces, Center Console Piece.  $250
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Classified Ads

Classified ads FOR PERSONAL USE items are printed free for current members of
BMW CCA.  Ads will run for three issues, unless stopped earlier.  Ads may be
extended by a request in writing to the Tejas Chapter mailbox or by email. Members
are limited to five (5) classified ads running at a time. The ad rate for non-member
ads or member ads of a COMMERCIAL nature is $10.00 per issue.  These ads will
be accepted on a monthly basis and payment must be received before ad is printed.
Classified ads submitted for publication in the Tejas Trax are also placed on the
Tejas Chapter's website.

** Foglight/Headlight Bulbs (Style
9006), Fit E46 M3 Foglights & Z3
Head Lights. 7 Total:  5 Phillips
(BMW OEM) & 2 PIAA.    $5 Each.
** Locking Lug Nuts (4) & Key
(Key Is Cracked).  $10
** Right Fog Light For E46 M3,
Bulb  Not  Inc luded  (Par t  #
63172228614).  $60
** Amber Front Corner Reflectors
For  E46  M3 Coupe  (Par t  #
63148383011 & _12). $10
** Amber Side Turn Signal Mark-
ers For E46 Coupe (Non-m) (Part #
63138370719 & _20).  $20
Contact Jonna Clark  at 210-601-
7919  or  send  emai l  to
jonnakc@gmail.com

Z4 OEM 16" Wheels
Set of 4, 16" wheels for Z4 2003-
2006 but will fit other BMW's. Some
light scratches and nicks. Easy to

restore. $65 each or $200 for all
four.  Emai l  i f  you  have  any
questions or would like to make a
purchase .  Mike  Seve l  a t
mikesevel@hotmail.com

Your Ad Here!
Tejas Trax Classified Ads

have a proven track record
of generating sales!!
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